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BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE I 
� 
� Academic, Bible, Music, Shorthand & Typewriting, Rnd Commercial I 
·" Departments-Numerous Courses. I 1--------� 
i: fall Tepm Begins Tuesday; Sept. 6th, 1904. ! 
� 12 WEEKS. oo 
l -------------------·-------�---- � . � . � I ,f / Two Hundred and Fifty=One �. "
� �..-, Regular Students Last Year. ,----,, 
I ,----,, 
·WRITE FOR CATALOGUE. 
--ADDRESS--!� Or, J. D; BRUNK, Director· of Music, • 
BRIDGEWATER, VA. 
s�sssssss� 
W. B. YOUNT, President, 
BRIDGEWATER, VA. 
.-AU.UMtUq�b ·- TUE SIPE &. .A�EY co.»fIU�"  �� . " 
fl . - . HIGHLAND. Genettal l\llettehants 
CAL£ •. We· Carry a Large and Varied Stock of Stationery and 
School Supplies, . M�p�s Furnishings, Slrnes, Ha�s, 
'Trunks, Valises and Telescopes, Dry Goods and Notions, 
Furniture, Hardware, Carpet, Matting, Stoves. 
gUAI.llTY GOOD. ¾- P�ICES 1&01At\. 
BRIDG�WAT�R, YiaGINIA. 
"We must educate, we must educate."-Beecher. 
Vol. V. Bridgewater, Va., August 15, 1904. No. 4. 
SORROW. 
Hearts, like apples, are hard and soun, 
Till crushed by Pain's resistless power; 
And yidd their juices rich and bland 
To none but sq.row's h�avy hand. 
The purest streams of human love 
Flow naturally never, 
But gush by pressure from above, 
With God's hand on the lever. 
-Dr. J. G. Ifolland iwBitler-S-weet,
¥i iii iii 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA., May 17, 1904. 
To the Alumni am! Friends ef Bridgewater College: 
As I write I picture iu mind the audience before 
which these words of mine, with others like them, 
shall be read: I picture an :iudience and an occasion 
with which I fain would mingle in body as well as in 
spirit; and all the more is my desire strengthened by 
the fact that for the last ten years I have not missed 
Commencement Week at Bridgewater College until 
now. 
Five years ago our Alumni Association was organ­
ized, and already it has done a great work; but this 
work is great mainly because it is a beginning. As 
time goes on the Association will grow; its work will 
expand; and it should become more and more a ne­
cessity and an aid to the College-our Foster Mother, 
that we love. 
Of this alma mater we need not be ashamed. I 
doubt if there is an institution in the land, from Maine 
to California; from Canada to the Gulf, that has done 
better work, or more of it, in the same time, with the 
same money and with equal difficulties to overcome. 
I may say to you without boasting what many of you 
already know: that at our State University, Bridge­
water College stands as high as any college of its 
class in Virginia. 
And yet, Bridgewater College is only twenty-four 
years old. It ranks ·in standard of scholarship and in 
the qualifications of its graduates with institutions 
twice and thrice as old. Evidently some of these 
have not measured np to their possibilities : What 
of us? You people of. the fair Virginia Valley, with 
your co-hiborers of adjacent localities, have done 
nobly. You have built up a good school in less than 
a quart�r of a centnry : What will you do in the next 
twenty years ? For you must remember that, good 
as Bridgewater College is, there are hundreds of 
schools ,in the country that are better. Will you 
make yours one of the best? Great possibilities are 
just before you; you need only to put out your hands 
to seize the greatest opportunity that any college in 
the land has ever enjoyed. And that you do the most 
for your college now is what the time demands; should 
you wait ten years-or even five-your opportunity 
will be lost. 
The men and women who a few years ago were 
students of the College are now, many of them, the 
fathers and mothers whose sons and daughters are 
taking their places in the College halls. This fact 
gives many of you, dear Alumni, a double interest in 
the Alma Mater. You love the College for what it 
has been to you in years past; you love it all the more 
now because you are giving to its care those in whom 
· are planted your dearest hopes for all the future.
And may I say in all frankness to yon, dear friends,
that Bridgewater College-the College that we all
love-will be in the years to come what you and your
children make it. The College is intended to help
its boys anif girls-your boys and girls-and it does
help them; but, on the other hand, it must of neces­
sity send out men and women who partake largely of
the character of the boys and girls that are sent to
it. Behind the college stands the home; behind the
teacher-more truly let me say-before the teacher,
stands the parent; and I thank God that most of the
'boys and girls that have come to Bridgewater College
have had good fathers and mothers. This is what
has given the school its greatest strength, its greatest
success; this is what has made it possible for the
school to turn o�tt graduates generally of a high class.
Just to-day a. gentleman in the University here said
to me: "None of your fellows that come here from
Bridgewater College drink, do they i" And I was
proud to answer, ."I don't know any that do."
May we not well be proud of such a record ? The
College desires to maintain it; and as long as your
homes �hall help the boy and girl to be what you
want the College to mat:e them, as long as the Chris­
tian parent stands shoulder to shoulder with the
Christian teacher, so long can this standard be main­
tained; and our dear old Alma Mater can send forth
li.
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men and women whom the world will be glad to
welcome,. and of whom none of us will be ashamed. 
With kindest wishes for all the Alumni and for the
Alma Mater, I remain 
Sincerely yours, 
JOHN W. WAYLAND.
NEWARK, OHro, May 19, H;o4.
To the Alumni Association ef Bridgewater College, 
Bridgewater, Va. 
DEAR FRIENDS : 
I am very happy to write yon on this eventful day.
To me nothing argues so much for the future of an
institution as the loyal, enthusiastic meetings of the
Alumni. 
I was forcibly impressed some years ago with the
thought that the College is a charitable institution. 
It had seemed to me that the students were paying
for the privileges received. However, on closer
thought I realized the true position of the College.
She is truly our "Alma Mater''-a loving mother,
watching with a jealous and loving care the destinies
of the young men and women entrusted to her care. 
The Alumni Meeting, then, is the "family reunion" 
of College Life. To this association is entrusted the
future of the institution. In proportion as the interest
of the association is manifested, just in that propor­
tion will the influence of our "Alma Mater" be mul­
tiplied. 
Our "Alma Mater," like the quality of mercy,
"blesses him who gives and him who takes." No effort
loses its reward. The generous impulses of our nature
are developed. "The highest good for all" becomes
our watchword. 
My heartfelt wish is that Old B. C. may soon hold
a foremost place among the colleges of the South.
Sincerely yours, 
MILTON B. WISE.
iii iii \Ii 
Caught in Max Mountain. 
Recently a fine pair of copperheads was shipped to
the Curator of the College Museum by one of the alum­
ni, Dr. R. T. Akers, of Alum Ridge, Virginia. We
greatly appreciate these gifts which thus enrich our
illustrative power in natural history. Will not other
alumni send specimens of unusual reptiles? , At the
same time write us of the shipment. They should be
sent alive and in a good healthy condition.
iii iii iii 
Last Sunday evening for the first time our Chapelwas brilliantly lighted with electricity. The superi­ority of this over the previous lighting was manifestto all, · · 
The Alumni History. 
One of ihe most interesting and valuable features
of the alumni history that is now being prepared­
"Bridgewater College� Its Past and Present"-is the
register and directory of all regular students of the
school that have been in attendance since the found­
ing of the College at Spring Creek, Va., twenty-four
years ago.
To collect all the names of the different students
from the old catalogues, and to tabulate them, giving
the old address of each person, together with the per­
iod covered by his attendance at school, was no little
task for the editors; but when they undertook to find
the present addresses of all these persons, and the
present name of each lady that has changed her name
sinee leaving school, they soon realized the magni­
tude of the task. The manuscript has passed through
the hands of each of the twelve editors, with one ex­
ception; they have advertised for names and addresses
of old students in the Phi!omathean fifontlz!y, COLLEGE
LIFE and the Gospel Jlfessenger; they have supplied
what they could from personal knowledge; they have
consulted individuals of their acquaintance; and fin­
ally, but by no means least, they have sent out by
mail ·well on to a thousand personal cards and letters,
asking for information. A few people-too many­
have treated these inquiries with indifference, some
apparently assuming that the editors ought to know 
everything that they themselves know; but, on the
other hand, numerous responses have been promptly
sent in, from the very beginning of the work, over a
year ago; and, as a result, there are comparatively
few of the old students that have not been definitely
located.
Among the letters that have come in are hundreds
of expression;; of gratitude to the Alma Mater, with
hearty words of desire for her progress and continued
usefnlness. These are some of the facts that ought
to aid materially in making the history before us
really what it is intended to be-a tribute; of the
alumni to the Alma Mater, as she is rounding ont the
first quarter-century of her history.
There is a widespread bnt mistaken idea that only
those who have special talents along that particular
line can learn shorthand. Experience proves the con­
trary. Any one who will carefully prepare himself
for the study, and give a reasonable time to its study
and practice, can learn the art. Up-to-date and scien­
tific teaching methods have brought the subject within
the reach of every ambi.ti9\1S young man and young
woman.
UOLLEGE LlFE. 3 
Where They Are. 
Profs. John S. Flory and John W. \Vayland are
spending vacation in the Valley. Both did a very
successful year's work at the University. Both are
candidates for the Doctor of Philosophy (Ph. D.)
degree next session. After that they will resume their
places in the B. C. faculty. 
Prof. Brunk has been engaged in active canva ss
with his usual, wide-awake energy, in several parts
of the Valley. He has been chosen Director of Mu­
sic by the Harrisonburg Chautauqua management
and is now actively engaged in directing and enrich­
ing the musical phase of that interesting educational
work. After the close of the Chautauqua he will
spend some time in the field directing students to
Bridgewater College for the session of 1904-5. 
Profs. John C. Myers and Justus H. Cline were se­
lected by the Executive Board immediately after
Commencement to solicit funds for the new Ladies'
Hall of Residence. They are meeting with very kind
encouragement in their work, and it is making them a
very busy summer. But both of them are known to
be full of enthusiasm when any cause pointing toward
better equipment for B. C. boys and girls is the prob­
lem. 
. Prof. M. A. Good recently returned from an ex­
tended dsit to West Virginia. He met a number of
old stndents, all of whom are deeply interested in the
College, and either expect to return themselves or
send others, or both. Prof. G. has lost none of his
skill in directing all good students this way. He
hopes to visit Highland and Bath counties too. 
Prof. W. T. Myers is spending the summer in the
West. He will probably visit the World's Fair, St. 
Louis, before returning. But absence and distance
do not prevent his laying interesting plans for next
session. 
Prof. Bayard M. Hedrick, after a brief absence in 
the West, has been engaged in some earnest work for
new and old students. His enthusiasm for Book­
keeping and the most practical and freshest kinds ofBusiness Practice, as well as for Benn Pitman andGregg Shorthand does not abate one whit, even withmidsummer weather. Some more nice additional im­provements are being made in Commercial Hall. 
Prof. Norris is spending the few weeks of summer vacation with his friends in a st1burb of Boston. Onhis way home, going by boat from Philadelphia, hestruc� some stormy weather and acquired a slightpractical . knowledge of seasickness, but the latterpa:t of his voyage was bright and highly restful andenJoyable. Prof. N., too, is planning some nice workfor the boys and girls next session.
A Word About Actual Business Training 
in School. 
To be helpful, a training course in actual businessmust be so graded that the student can take up thetransactions in the very beginning, and not only makethe proper entries in the bookkeeping blanks, but atthe same time have a clear understanding of the busi­ness side of the question. Now it is entirely possibleto make the correct entries for a transaction and yet
�10t know a single thing about the business principlesmvolved. Such a course, therefore, to be successful, must be caliefully graded, beginning with the simplestforms of commercial transactions, and going on stepby step to the difficult ones as the student's power tograsp and understand them develops, along with themost careful· personal training by a competent in­structor. 
A course of this kind in which this fundamentalprinciple is ignored may possibly teach bookkeeping, although this is doubtful, but it will never teach husi­n_ess in its broadest sense, and in its broadest applica­tions. Such a course should prepare the student totransact business as well as to record it after it has been transacted. The business field needs brightyoung people who know how to do things, not a sin­gle thing. 
A course like this cannot be passed over in a fewweeks. It requires years of close application for thedoctor, the lawyer, and other professional men to pre­pare for their life's work. One or even two years, arduous work ought 11ot be too much for the businessman whose life's work is to keep the wheels of tradespinning.
Iii iii iii 
Other Benefactors. 
Returning recently from a rather protracted visitin the West, Mrs. and Mr. Jas. A. Fry brought withthem a nice collection of good-sized specimens of­lead, zinc and other ores for the College Museum. Largely by such thoughtful gifts as these the Mus­eum grows year by year, and already numbers be tween five and six hundred geological and mineral­ogical specimen�, besides preserved land reptiles, shallow sea specimens, and stuffed birds and animals.The student of natural history is greatly aided bythe Museum specimens. Without these the text­
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men and women whom the world will be glad to 
welcome,. and of whom none of us will be ashamed. 
With kindest wishes for all the Alumni and for the 
Alma Mater, I remam 
Sincerely yours, 
JOHN \V. WAYLAND. 
NEWARK, OHT0, May 19, 1904. 
To the Alumni Association ef Bridgewater College, 
Bridgewater, Va. 
DEAR FRIENDS : 
I am very happy to write you on this eventful day. 
To me nothing argues so much for the future of an 
institution as the loyal, enthusiastic meetings of the 
Alumni. 
I was forcibly impressed some years ago with the 
thought that the College is a charitable institution. 
It had seemed to me that the students were paying 
for the privileges received. However, on closer 
thought I realized the true position of the College. 
She is truly our "Alma Mater"-a loving mother, 
watching with a jealous and loving care the destinies 
of the young men and women entrusted to her care. 
The Alumni Meeting, then, is the "family reunion" 
of College Life. To this association is entrusted the 
future of the institution. In proportion as the interest 
of the association is manifested, just in that propor­
tion will the influence of our "Alma Mater" be mul­
tiplied. 
Our "Alma Mater," like the quality of mercy, 
"blesses him who gives and him who takes." No effort 
loses its reward. The generous impulses of our nature 
are developed. "The highest good for all" becomes 
our watchword. 
My heartfelt wish is that Old B. C. may soon hold 
a foremost place among the colleges of the South. 
Sincerely yours, 
\Ii ,Ii iii 
MILTON B. WISE. 
Caught in Max Mountain. 
Recently a fine pair of copperheads was shipped to 
the Curator of the College Museum by one of the alum­
ni, Dr. R. T. Akers, of Alum Ridge, Virginia. We 
greatly appreciate these gifts which thus enrich our 
illustrative power in natural history. Will not other . 
alumni send specimens of unusual reptiles? ·At the 
same time write us of the shipment. They should be 
sent alive and in a good healthy condition. 
iii iii iii 
Last Sunday evening for the first time our Chapel 
was brilliantly lighted with electricity. The superi­
ority of this over the previous lighting was manifest
to all, 
· · 
The Altt:mni History. 
One of the most interesting and valnable features 
of the alumni history that is now being prepared'­
''Bridgewater College: Its Past and Present"-is the 
registrr and directory of all regular students of the 
school that have been in attendance since the found­
ing of the College at Spring Creek, Va., twenty-four 
years ago. 
To collect all the names of the different students 
from the old catalogues, and to tabulate them, giving 
the old address of each person, together with the per­
iod covered by his attendance at school, was no little 
task for the editors; but when they undertook to find 
the present addresses of all these persons, and the 
present name of each lady that has changed her name 
since leaving school, they soon realized the magni­
tude of the task. The manuscript has passed through 
the hands of each of the twelve editors, with one ex­
ception; they have advertised for names and addresses 
of old students in the Philomatlzean Monthly, COLLEGE 
LIFE and the Gospel klessenger; they have supplied 
what they could from personal knowledge; they have 
consulted individuals of their acquaintance; and fin­
ally, but by no means least, they have sent out by 
mail well on to a thousand personal cards and letters, 
asking for information. A few people-too many­
have treated these inquiries with indifference, some 
apparently assuming that the editors ought to k:now 
everything that they themselves know; but, on the 
other hand, numerous responses have been promptly 
sent in, from the very beginning of the work, over a 
year ago; and, as a result, there are comparative.ly 
few of the old students that have not been definitely 
located. 
Among the letters that have come in are hundreds 
of expressions of gratitude to the Alma Mater, with 
hearty words of desire for her progress and continued 
usefulness. These are some of the facts that ought 
to aid materially in making the history before ns 
really what it is intended to be-a tribute of the 
alumni to the Alma Mater, as she is rounding out the 
first quarter-century of her history. 
fll lfl If\ 
There is a widespread but mistaken idea that only 
those who have special talents along that particular 
line can learn shorthand. Experience proves the con­
trary. Any one who will carefully prepare himself 
for the study, and give a reasonable time to its study 
and practice, can learn the art. Up-to-date and scien� 
tific teaching methods have brought the subject within 
the reach of every ambitiQ\lS young man and young 
woman. 
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Where They Are. 
Profs. Joh11 S. Flory and John \V. \Vayland are 
spending vacation in the Valley. Both did a very 
successful year's work at the University. Both are 
candidates for the Doctor of Philosophy (Ph. D.) 
degree next session. After that they will resume their 
places in the B. C. faculty. 
Prof. Brunk has been engaged in active canva ss 
with his usual, wide-awake energy, in several parts 
of the Valley. He has been chosen Director of Mu­
sic by the Harrisonburg Chautauqua management 
and is now actively engaged in directing and enrich­
ing the musical phase of that interesting educational 
work. After the close of the Chautauqua he will 
spend some time in the field directing students to 
Bridgewater College for the session of 1904-5. 
Profs. John C. Myers and Justus H. Cline ,vere se­
lected by the Executive Board immediately after 
Commencement to solicit funds for the new Ladies' 
Hall of Residence. They are meeting with very kind 
encouragement in their work, and it is making them a 
very busy summer. But both of them are known to 
be full of enthusiasm when any cause pointing toward 
better equipment for B. C. boys and girls is the prob­
lem. 
. Prof. M. A. Good recently returned from an ex­
tended visit to West Virginia. He met a number of 
old students, all of whom are deeply interested in the 
College, and either expect to return themselves or 
send others, or both. Prof. G. has lost none of his 
skill in directing all good students this way. He 
hopes to visit Highland and Bath counties too. 
Prof. W. T. Myers is spending the summer in the 
West. He will probably visit the World's Fair, St. 
Louis, before returning. But absence and distance 
do not prevent his laying interesting plans for next 
session. 
Prof. Bayard M. Hedrick, after a brief absence in 
the West, has been engaged in some earnest work for 
new and old students. His enthusiasm for Book­
keeping and the most practical and freshest kinds of 
Business Practice, as well as for Benn Pitman and 
Gregg Shorthand does not abate one whit, even with 
midsummer weather. Some more nice additional im­
provements are being made in Commercial Hall. 
Prof. Norris is spending the few weeks of summer 
vacation with his friends in a st1burb of Boston. On 
his way home, going by boat from Philadelphia, he 
struc� some stormy weather and acquired a slight 
practical . knowledge of seasickness, but the latter pa:t of his voyage was bright and highly restful and enJoyable. Prof. N., too, is planning some nice workfor the boys and girls next session. 
A Word About Actual Business Tmining 
in School. 
To be helpful, a training course in actual business 
must be so graded that the student can take up the 
transactions in the very beginning, and not only make 
the proper entries in the bookkeeping blanks, but at 
the same time have a clear understanding of the busi­
ness side of the question. Now it is entirely possible 
to make the correct entries for a transaction and vet 
�10t know a single thing about the business principles 
mvolved. Such a course, therefore, to be successful, 
must be ca.:efully graded, beginning with the simplest 
forms of commercial transactions, and going on step 
by step to the difficult ones as the student's power to 
grasp and understand them develops, along with the 
most careful· personal training by a competent in­
structor. 
A course of this kind in which this fundamental 
principle is ignored may possibly teach bookkeeping, 
although this is doubtful, but it will never teach busi­
n_ess in its broadest sense, and in its broadest applica­tions. Such a co-urse should prepare the student to 
transact business as well as to record it after it has 
been transacted. The business field needs bright 
young people who know how to do things, not a sin­
gle thing. 
A course like this cannot be passed over in a few 
weeks. It requires years of close application for the 
doctor, the lawyer, and other professional men to pre­
pare for their life's work. One or even two years, 
arduous work ought i;i,ot be too much for the business 
man whose life's work is to keep the wheels of trade 
spinning. 
Iii iii iii 
Other Benefactors. 
Returning recently from a rather protracted visit 
in the West, Mrs. and Mr. Jas. A. Fry brought with 
them a nice collection of good-sized specimens of­
lead, zinc and other ores for the College Museum. 
Largely by such thoughtful gifts as these the Mus­
eum grows year by year, and already numbers be 
tween five and six hundred geological and mineral­
ogical specimen�, besides preserved land reptiles,
shallow sea specimens, and stuffed birds and animals. 
The student of natural history is greatly aided by 
the Museum specimens. Without these the text­
�oo�s are .dry an� uninteresting; with them the study1s l11ghly mstruct1ve and quite fascinating. 
The study of the iron ores of Virginia alone would 
be highly useful to almost every one, and would open 
results positively surprising to many. Such are the 
la:·ge and �aried �ses to which this metal is now ap­plled that its service to mankind is truly remarkable, 
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COLLEGE LIFE. 
Published quarterly, for the uplift of College Life t'n 
Literature, Music, etc., by Bridgewater College. 
EDITORS: 
W. B. YOUNT, Mana.ging Editor. 
J. D. BRUNK, Music Editor.
SUBSCRIPTION, 20 CENTS PER ANNUM. 
(Entered at the Post Office at Bridgewater, as Second Class Matter.) 
Fall Term opens Tuesday, September 6th. 
Messrs. H. H. and J. C. Baker are speµding their 
vacation at their old home in Ohio. Di.tring the ses­
sion they will again reside here with their parents, 
and are already anxious to begin their studies. 
Miss Emma May Dillon, a graduate of the School 
of Commerce, will have charge o(the Department ofShorthand and Typewriting in the Botetourt Normal 
College next session. Miss Dillon completed the 
Shorthand and Typewriting Course very satisfactorily 
last session, and we bespeak for her good success. 
Among the other encouraging features of College 
street is the growing tendency of men of influence, 
on retiring from active life, topµn: hase good property 
here with the intention and desire to be near the Col­
lege and its numerous Christian services. In our last 
issue mention was made of Mr. Noah Beery's pur.,. 
chase and future residence here. Recently Mr. S. C. 
Smucker, one of the most prosperous business men of 
the rich farming belt near Timberville, having sold 
his $14,000 farm to his son Charles, purchased the 
Simmons property on College street, an9- will shortly 
move thither. We welcome them all to our midst. 
ii ii ii 
Our enterprising fellow citizens who constitute the 
North River Electric Light Co. are pushing energeti­
cally toward the front. A number of the residences 
and some of the business houses of Bridgewater have 
already been lighted, and the. plant is giving more 
than ordinary satisfaction. We understand that our 
streets are soon to be lighted with a series of arc lights 
to burn all night. This will certainly go far toward 
turning night into day in our excellent town. 
w tli Iii 
At a recent meeting of the Executive Board, the 
Department of Shorthand and Typewriting was award­
ed more modern Typewriters for the coming session. 
This department has grown very rapidly during the 
last few years, .and is now in a fair way to be recog­
nized as one of the leading shorthand schools of the 
Sonth, 
A New Deparhtte11t, 
A Department of Telegraphy will be added to· the 
School of Commerce this session. New and modern 
instruments have already been ordered for this work, 
and a line of wires will shortly be erected on the cam-
. pus. A very thorough and practical course will be 
installed. 
iii iii ui 
While Commercial Hall bas always been well 
equipped with good furniture, and a place where very 
excellent and earnest work has been done, we feel 
confident that those whQ enter the work this fall will 
be greatly inspired by the many improvements that 
the Board of Trustees have made in this room. 
In addition to receiving a nice coat of paint, the 
actual business offices have been equipped with ten 
finely engrossed signs, setting forth the names of the 
different firms and the nature of their business. The 
signs read as follows : Post Office, National Whole­
sale Co., B. T. Chase Real Estate Co., Commercial 
Emporium, Chicago Students' Commercial Bank, 
New York College National Bank, Transcontinental 
Shipping Co., N. Y. & C. R. R. Co., Central Com­
mission Co., M. R. Cary & Co., all Kinds oflnsurance. 
These large and nicely furnished offices will afford 
more than ordinary eipportunity, and will be an abid­
ing pleasure to the earnest and energetic student of 
business. 
iii • iii
College street is certainly among the niost progres­
sive parts of our town. Prof. J. H. Cline has but 
recently completed his comfortable residence and his C 
trees and lawn have their first leaves, all growing and 
beautiful, however. Prof. Wayland is erecting some 
important outbuildings near where his residence is to 
be erected later. Prof. Geo. B. Holsinger is just now 
leading in improvements, being on the point of install­
ing a nice new heater that will keep all rooms of his 
dwelling at a comfortable temperature during even 
the coldest zero weather. Prof. Good is also keeping 
up with the procession of progress as_ usual. His
residence is just emerging from the painter's brush 
and will soon shine forth in a nice new coat of paint. 
Carpenters and pi:tinters are introducing some slight 
changes on Prof. Yount's residence, too. The intro­
duction of alectric wires all along College street makes 
the lighting of all its residences accessible and easy. 
ii iii ii 
Prof. W. K. Conner has been busy with all kinds 
of odds and ends in Penmanship for the College Rec­
ords and Registers. Recently he has engrossed ten 
beantiful large signs for the new :Business Practice 
Offices of Commercial Hall. 
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Music 
SUNSHINE AND MUSIC. 
A 
LAUGH is just like sunshine, It freshens all the day, It tips the peaks ef light with light, And drives the clouds away; The soul grows glad that hears it, And feels its courage strong-A laugh is just like sunshine For cheering folks aloug. 
A laug1i is just like music, It lingers in the heart, And where its melody is heard The ills of life depart; And happY thoughts come crowding It's joyful note to greet-A laugh· is just like music For making living sweet. 
-Oui· Dumb Animals.
FUNDAMENTALS. 
Not more of light, I ask, O God, But-eyes to see what is; Not sweeter songs, but power to hear The present melodies. 
-Florence Hnlbrook.
Truth for the wise, Beauty for a feeling heart, And both for each other. 
\Ii ii ii 
You cannot poets understand Unless you visit poets' land, 
-Beethoven. 
-Goethe. 
The Sweet Reaso11ab1eness of Lu11abies, Jin• 
gles and Songs for Children. 
An interesting study is the gradual development of Child 
Mind. The scientific observer directs our attention to the several "stages,., and urges training suited to the conditions.Parents and mothers who do not consider these matters often make requirements of children which they have not power to meet, and, on the other hand, they fail to supply what the child needs in its several stages. Such omissions can never be made up to a child, as he can not be turned back in his growth. 
A rhythmic instinct is very early developed. Mothers of long ago recognized this. and sung lullabies, and the lullaby has become not only general, but classical. The lullaby stage is passed when a child is three years old or less but the rythmic still is dominant. A little cbild sti!l lov�s sweet songs, and mothers should keep on singing them, and there should be not only love at home, but music at home andmuch of it. ' The young child delights in jingles, and he will make many himself. Most parents have recourse. to Mother Goose to sat_isfy the rhymin� pr<;>pensity of t_he child. A very littleof tlns may not be obJe::t1011able, but Just as early as possible children should be interested in simple and beautiful poety, such as ma)'. be found in "Sing Song," by Christina, Rosette, and l�ter i� the poems of Longfellow, Whittier, etc. ;1'he_ son�s whic� children are taught to sing make deep and,astlng impressions A precept or an admonition will be easily forgo1;ten _by them, but let the �ame thing be put into a so1;1g, and 1t will be remember�d, even through a life time. It will be remembered, even, without the sono- if it is putinto poetic form, better than in prose. "' In early childhood some one taugh.f'us: "Thirty days hath September April, June and November; ' A.II the rest have thirty-oneSave February," &c.What a help this little rhyme has been to us. And how could we ever have learned our multiplication ta­ble wit�out singing it?_ Let it n?t be forgotten that the rhythmic stage appears 1ll early childhood, and is in a sense passed at ten years of age. Beyond this th� child be: co1;1es a loyer of music and poetry from an entirely different pomt of view than mere pleasure m rhythm but without the culture he has received in the rhythmic sta,;e he would cer­tainly have less enjoyent in the music and th� poetry. MRS. WII,BUR F. CRAFTS,Washington, D. C. 
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Do you desire to TEACH ? We can PREPARE you reliably. 
VOCAL, Sight Singing, Voice Management, Interpretation, Public School Music, Chorus aud Oratorio. 
HOW WE C.AN HELP YOU• 
Do you want to SING? Do you wish to be a PIANIST? \Ve are prepared to develop your Voice. \Ve can TRAIN y.ou for that. 
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Fall Term openis Tuesday, September 6th. 
Messrs. H. H. and J. C. Baker are spending their 
vacation at their old home in Ohio. During the ses­
sion they will again reside here with their parents, 
and are already anxious to begin their studies. 
Miss Emma May Dillon, a graduate of the School 
of Commerce, will have charge o(the Department of 
Shorthand and Typewriting in the Botetourt Normal 
College next session. Miss Dillon completed the 
Shorthand and Typewriting Course very satisfactorily 
last session, and we bespeak for her good success. 
Among the other encouraging features of College 
street is the growing tendency of men of influence, 
on retiring from active life, to pur�hase good property 
here with the intention and desire to be near. the Col­
lege and its numerous Christian services. In our last 
issue mention was made of Mr. Noah Beery's pur.,. 
chase and future residence here. Recently Mr. S. C. 
Smucker, one of the most prosperous business men of 
the rich farming belt near Timberville, having sold 
his $14,000 farm to his son Charles, purchased the 
Simmons property on College street, an� will shortly 
move thither. We welcome them all to our midst. 
\Ii \Ii \Ii 
Our enterprising fellow citizens who constitute the 
North River Electric Light Co. are pushing energeti­
cally toward the front. A number of the residences 
and some of the business houses of Bridgewater have 
already been lighted, and the. plant is giving more 
than ordinary satisfaction. We understand that our 
streets are soon to be lighted with a series of arc lights 
to burn all night. This will certainly go far toward 
turning night into day in our excellent town. 
ii tli " 
At a recent meeting of the Executive Board, the 
Department of Shorthand and Typewriting was award­
ed more modern Typewriters for the coming session. 
This department has grown very rapidly during the 
last few years, and is now i11 a fair way to be recog­
nized as one of the leading shorthand schools of the 
Sottth. 
A New Depa.rt:tttettt, 
A Department of Telegraphy will be added to· the 
School of Commerce this session. New and modern 
instruments have already been ordered for this work, 
and a line of wires will shortly be erected on the cam­
. pus. A very thorough and practical course will be 
installed. 
\Ii ii \Ii 
While Commercial Hall has always been well 
equipped with good furniture, and ·a place where very 
excellent and earnest work has been done, we feel 
confident that those wha enter the work this fall will 
be greatly inspired by the many improvements that 
the Board of Trustees have made in this room. 
In addition to receiving a nice coat of paint, the 
actual business offices have been equipped with ten 
finely engrossed signs, setting forth the names of the 
different firms and the nature of their business. The 
signs read as follows: Post Office, National Whole­
sale Co., B. T. Chase Real Estate Co., Commercial 
Emporium, Chicago Students' Commercial Bank, 
New York College National Bank, Transcontinental 
Shipping Co., N. Y. & C. R. R. Co., Central Com­
mission Co., M. R. Cary & Co., all Kinds oflnsurance. 
These large and nicely furnished offices will afford 
more than ordinary fi>pportunity, and will be an abid­
ing pleasure to the earnest and energetic student of 
business. 
\Ii • • 
College street is certainly among the most progres­
sive parts of our town. Prof. J. H. Cline has but 
recently completed his comfortable residence and his 
trees and lawn have their first leaves, all growing and 
beautifnl, however. Prof. Wayland is erecting some 
important outbuildings near where his residence is to 
be erected later. Prof. Geo. B. Holsinger is just now 
leading in improvements, being on the point of install­
ing a nice new heater that will keep all rooms of his 
dwelling at a comfortable temperature during even 
the coldest zero weather. Prof. Good is also keeping 
up with the procession of progress as . usual. His 
residence is just emerging from the painter's brush 
and will soon shine forth in a nice new coat of paint. 
Carpenters and p:;iinters are introducing some slight· 
changes on Prof. Yount's residence, too. The intro­
duction of alectric wires all along College street makes 
the lighting of all its residences accessible and easy. 
\Ii ii \Ii 
Prof. W. K. Conner has been busy with all kinds 
of odds and ends in Penmanship for the College Rec­
ords and Registers. Recently he has engrossed ten 
beautiful large signs for the new Business Practice 
Offices of Commercial Hall. 
UOLLEGE LIFE. 6 
Music 
SUNSHINE AND .MUSIC. 
A 
LAUGH is just like sunshine, It freshens all the day, It tips the peaks ef light with light,And drives the clouds away; The soul grows glad that hears it,And feels its courage strong-A laugh is just like sunshineFor cheering folks along.
A laugh is just like music,It lingers in the heart, And where its melody is heardThe ills of life depart; And happy thoughts come crowdingIt's joyful note to greet-A laugh is just like musicFor making living sweet. 
- Oui· Dumb Animals. 
FUNDAMENTALS. 
Not more of light, I ask, O God,But-eyes to see what is; Not sweeter songs, but power to hearThe present melodies. 
-Ji'lorence Halbrook. 
ilj · \Ii ·w·
Truth for the wise, Beauty for a feeling heart,And both for each other. 
\Ii \Ii \Ii 
You cannot poets understand Unless you visit poets' land, 
-Beethoven.
-Goethe. 
The Sweet Reaso11abte11ess of Lu11abies, Jin­
gles and Songs for Children. 
An interesting study is the gradual development of Child 
Mind. The scientific observer directs our attention to the several "stages,·• and urges training suited to the conditions. Parents and mothers who do not consider these matters oftenmake requirements of children which they have not power to meet, and, on the other hand, they fail to supply what thechild needs in its several stages. Such omissions can neverbe made up to a child, as he can not be turned back in hisgrowth. 
A rhythmic instinct is very early developed. Mothers oflong ago recognized this. and sung lullabies, and the lullaby has become not only general, but classical. The lullaby stage is passed when a child is three years old or less but therythmic still is dominant. A little child still lov�s sweetsongs, and mothers should keep on singing them, and thereshould be not only love at home, but music at home andmuch of it. ' The young child delights in jingles, and he will makemany himself. Most parents have recourse to Mother Gooseto sat_isfy the rhymin� pr<;>pensity of �he child. A very little of tlns may not be obJe::bonable, but Just as early as possiblechildren should be interested in simple and beautifulpoety, such as ma:l'. be found in "Sing Song," by Christina, Rosette, and l�ter i� the poems of Longfellow, Whittier, etc. ;1'he_ son�s whic� children are taught to sing make deep and ,asbng impressions A precept or an admonition will be easily forgotten by them, but let the @ame thing be put intoa so�g, and it will be remember1:d, even through a ltfe time.It will be remembered, even, without the son(T if it is putinto poetic form, better than in prose. "'' In early childhood some one taught-us:
"Thirty days hath September 
April, June and November; ' 
All the rest have thirty-one 
Save February,'' &c. What a help this little rhyme has been to us. And how could we ever have learned our multiplication ta­ble wit�out singing it?_ Let it n?t be forgott�n that therhythmic stage appears 111 early childhood, and is, in a sense,passed at ·ten years of age. Beyond this the child be­comes a lover of music and poetry from an entirely differentpoint of view than _mer': pleasure in rhythm, but without theculture he has received rn the rhythmic sta<Te he would cer­tainly have less enjoyent in the music and th� poetry.
Washington, D. C. MRS. WILBUR F. CRAFTS, 
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HOW WE C.AN HELP YOU. 
Do you want to SING ? Do you wish to be a PIANIST ? We are prepared to develop your Voice. \Ve can TRAIN you for that.
SUBJECTS OFFERED. 
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How to Listen to Music. 
Many persons who have a love for music in a gen­
eral sense, but who are untrained in the art, express 
a dislike for classical music. Probably the reason is 
that they do not understand how to listen to this 
kind of music, and we wish to attempt one or two 
helpful suggestions. 
There are two ways of listening to music. In the 
one the ear follows constantly after the melody, to 
the exclusion of everything else. Both ears are on 
the "tune," and when there seems to be no tnne it is 
thought there is nothing worthy of attention or inter­
est. Now, a better way of listening is to keep part of 
one's hearing on the melody and, at the same time, 
to follow all the other parts. Listening to the alto, 
tenor and bass parts in church, or concert music, is a 
good way to begin. Try to follow those parts and to 
note the blending of each with the other, and all with 
the melody sung by the soprano. Then apply this 
manner of listening to instrumental music. It is 
easier for one who has not stu<lied music to do this 
in listening to vocal music than it is in listening to 
instrumental music, for the reason that the voices are 
more distinct and not, as a rule, snrrounded quite so 
intricately with other parts; but, very soon, almost 
anyone can learn to enjoy and appreciate harmonic 
effects in instrumental mnsic. Every change that is 
rung in by the chords will be observed, and every light 
and shade, every detail, will claim attention. 
The ability to follow what is sometimes called sub­
merged melody has also to be cultivated. No doubt, 
a good deal of the dislike expressed for classical music 
is due to the submerged melodies. Many persons are 
like the child who asked her teacher when he gave 
the next piece to please give her one having the 
melody "on top." We can, ifwe will, train ourselves 
quite a little in the art of listening to the best mnsic. 
Perhaps the distinction to be made between (so called) 
popular and classical mnsic is that the lighter kinds 
of music excite the senses principally, while classical 
music appeals to the intellect as well as to the heart. 
No disparagement of the lighter kinds of music is 
meant by this. Rather, it is conceded that the chief 
purpose of music, as of all art, is to give pleasure, .to 
touch man's emotions and thus to elevate his nature. 
A high standard, however, is desirable; but music is 
many-sided and is worthy of our interest and enjoy­
ment on all sides. We may not all adorn our walls 
with masterpieces, bnt surely the engraving, etching, 
or inexpensive photograph may give us a real artistic 
pleasure. As in pictures so in music. Tastes differ, 
characters differ, capacity for receiving pleasure dif­
fers in different individnals. To the trained musician 
classical music affords endless study in the domains 
of harmony, counterpoint, ana1ysis and construction. 
It is also the mightiest of all music in its effect emo­
tionally. It elevates, refines and leaves the hearer 
the better for having heard. 
\Ve cannot all be trained musicians, and get the 
most there is in classical music, but we can assist our­
selves to an ability to get much good and much pleas­
ure out of it by merely training ourselves to listen as 
intelligently as is possible to us.-Musician. 
Teaching Music. 
This age seems to call for more good teachers than 
can be had. All our young- gradl}ating friends, and 
also our advanced students of last session are engaged 
in teaching this summer, and yet not all the places 
are taken. A. E. Long and W. Z. Fletcher are in 
Louisiana, both bnsy. B. F. Wampler reports fine 
work in Iowa. B. C. Poindexter is singing with an 
evangelist throughout the South-land. Miss Laura 
Emswiler is teaching a number of classes and private 
pupils in West Va. W. R. 'l'oler, who was with us 
only a short while, reports six schools. A nmnber of 
our young ladies who are spending their vacation in 
teaching, are doing good for others and thereby mak­
ing the world wiser, while they benefit and please 
themselves. Teaching music is a pleasant occupation, 
and teachers who will lift themselves to the top are 
constantly in demand. 
ui u, \Ii 
Who is a Musician? 
He is not a musician who can merely play or sing. 
Not one who can niark time a little or appreciate only 
a simple melody with a light accompaniment. Not 
one who understands a few of the rudimentary prin­
ciples, and can teach them, and nothing more. Not 
one who can even master an instrument or his voice, 
and that only. It is a mistake to accord to such as' 
named above the title musician. 
The trained musician understands tone and the re­
lation of one tone with other tones. Understands the, · 
effect produced by the combination of certain tones, 
and how to make other effects by certain other com­
binations. He recognizes the true and beautiful in 
music, and is moved to better life by' the truth. per­
ceived therein. He detects the untrue he hears in 
music and discards it for his benefit and the good of 
others. The musician is a qualified judge as to the 
correctness of one's playing, singing, conducting and 
composing. 
Musicianship, then, is in one's mind and heart, not 
in the fingers and vocal cords. It is the real life and 
development, not a pretension. It is a broad, clear 
view of the realm of tone combinations through a sin­
gle grasp of the mind's great ear and eye. It is the 
high conception of the s6ul in and through tones. It 
is the grand development of the artistic, which has 
to do with all branches of musical study. The mu­
sician is the broad, all-'round person in contrast to 
the specialist. B. 
\Ii \Ii \Ii 
Blighted Hopes. 
Patience-He wrote a song he thought was going 
to live. 
Patrice-And did it? 
Patience-No; the first person who sang it mur• 
dered it.-Plzilade!ph.ia Inquire>. 
COLL.EGE LI.FE. 7 
The Fund for the New Ladies' Dormitory is still 
increasing day by day. The solicitors are meeting 
with very kindly encouragement, not only in subscrip­
tions and gifts in cash and checks, but also in words 
of esteem for what the College is doing for its patrons 
indirectly and its students directly. We are grateful. 
D. S. THON\AS
MANUFACTURER OP 
ALSO DEALER IN 
HARNESS, 
Whips and Robes. 
BRIDGEWATER, • VA. 
H. A. W. COX, 
Funeral Director & Embaln1er. 
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It is easy to make an Organ 
Good-on paperc-all Organs 
are good in this way, 
It is· also an easy matter 
to make a good Organ now 
and then for special purpo­
ses, but it is anothe1· thing 
to make every Organ a mas­
terpiece of perfection. 
THIS IS OUR WAY, 
and we ·prove it with every 
Organ we send out. 
See and hear our Organ!', 
and let us prove it to you. 
Let us send you our 
Catalogue. 
MllLER ORGAN CO. 
Come to See Us When in Need of
Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes, Clothing, Trunks, 
Carpet, China, Hardware, &c., &c. 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES A SPECIALTY. 
rHSCELLANEOUS BOOKS AND THE PUBLIC 
SCHOOL BOOKS. 
INDUCEMENTS: 
FAIR. PRICES AND A LAR.GE AND CAR.EPULLY 
SELECTED STOCK OP GOODS. 
Robson & Robson. 
�What is It? A New Song Book. 
PATHWAY OF PRAISE. 
BY E. T. HILDEBRAND AND C. J. GILBERT. 
Assisted by B, C. Unseld, J. D. Brunk and J. H. Fillmore. 
A New Song Book for Singing and Sunday-schools, 
Revivals and Praise Meetings. Contains a number of 
Minor Songs. The words and music of the entire 
collection inspire and please. 
Price, Cloth, 35 cents per copy, $3.60 per doz. Limp Muslin, 30 cents. 
$3.00 per doz. Issued in both Hound and Shaped Notes and contains 
160 pages. Published by THE FILLMORE BROS. CO., Cincinnati, Ohio; 
41·43 Bible House, New York, 
SPECIAL OFF.ER Send 30 cents to E.T. Hildebrand, Bridgewater, · • Va., and receive a sa1nple copy (Cloth) and a 
Coupon Oood for 30 cents on tile first dozen. IJOoks you order-at saine 
rate. Or 25 cents for sample copy (muslin) and a Coupon Worth'25 
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6 UOLLEGE LIFE. 
How to Listen to Music. 
Many persons who have a love for music in a gen­
eral sense, but who are untrained in the art, express 
a dislike for classical music. Probably the reason is 
that they do not understand how to listen to this 
kind of music, ahd we wish to attempt one or two 
helpful suggesti0ns. 
There are two ways of listening to music. In the 
one the ear follows constantly after the melody, to 
the exclusion of everything else. Both ears are on 
the "tune," and when there seems to be no tune it is 
thought there is nothing worthy of attention or inter­
est. Now, a better way of listening is to keep part of 
one's hearing on the melody and, at the same time, 
to follow all the other parts. Listening to the alto, 
tenor and bass parts in church, or concert music, is a 
good way to begin. Try to follow those parts and to 
note the blending of each with the other, and all with 
the melody sung by the soprano. Then apply this 
manner of listening to instrumental music. It is 
easier for one who has not stu<lied music to do this 
in listening to vocal music than it is in listening to 
instrumental music, for the reason that the voices are 
more distinct and not, as a rule, surrounded quite so 
intricately with other parts; but, very soon, almost 
anyone can learn to enjoy and appreciate harmonic 
effects in instrumental music. Every change that is 
rung in by the chords will be observed, and every light 
and shade, every detail, will claim attention. 
The ability to follow what is sometimes called sub­
merged melody has also to be cultivated. No doubt, 
a good deal of the dislike expressed for classical music 
is due to the submerged melodies. Many persons are 
like the child who asked her teacher when he gave 
the next piece to please give her one having the 
melody "on top." We can, if we will, train ourselves 
quite a little in the art of listening to the best music. 
Perhaps the distinction to be made between (so called) 
popular and classical music is that the lighter kinds 
of music excite the senses principally, while classical 
music appeals to the intellect as well as to the heart. 
No disparagement of the lighter kinds of music is 
meant by this. Rather, it is conceded that the chief 
purpose of music, as of all art, is to give pleasure, .to 
touch man's emotions and thus to elevate his nature. 
A high standard, however, is desirable; but music is 
many-sided and is worthy of our interest and enjoy­
ment on all sides. We may not all adorn our walls 
with masterpieces, but surely the engraving, etching, 
or inexpensive photograph may give us a real artistic 
pleasure. As in pictures so in music. Tastes differ, 
characters differ, capacity for receiving pleasure dif. 
fers in different individnals. To the trained musician 
classical music affords endless study in the domains 
of harmony, counterpoint, analysis and constn1ction. 
It is also the mightiest of all music in its effect emo­
tionally. It elevates, refines and leaves the hearer 
the better for having heard. 
\Ve cannot all be trained musicians, and get the 
most there is in classical music, but we can assist our­
selves to an ability to get much good and much pleas­
ure out of it by merely training ourselves to listen as 
intelligently as is possible to us.-Musician, 
Teaching Music. 
This age seems to call for more good teachers than 
can be had. All our young grad1::1ating friends, and 
also our advanced students of last session are engaged 
in teaching this summer, and yet not all the places 
are taken. A. E. Long and W. Z. Fletcher are in 
Louisiana, both b11sy. B. F. Wampler reports fine 
work in Iowa. B. C. Poindexter is singing with an 
evangelist throughout the South-land. Miss Laura 
Emswiler is teaching a number of classes and private 
pupil� in West Va. W. R. 'l'oler, who was with us 
only a short while, reports six schools. A,number of 
our young ladies who are spending their vacation in 
teaching, are doing good for others and thereby mak­
ing the world wiser, while they benefit and please 
themselves. Teaching music is a pleasant occupation, 
and teachers who will lift themselves to the top are 
constantly in demand. 
\Ii \II \Ii 
Who is a Musician? 
He is not a musician who can merely play or sing. 
Not one who can mark time a little or appreciate only 
a simple melody with a light accompaniment. Not 
one who understands a few of the rudimentary prin­
ciples, and can teach them, and nothing more. Not 
one who can even master an instrument or his voice, 
and that only. It is a mistake to accord to such as· 
named above the title musician. 
The trained musician understands tone and the re­
lation of one tone with other tones. Understands the, 
effect produced by the combination of certain tones, 
and how to make other effects by certain other com� 
binations. He recognizes the true and beautiful in 
music, and is moved to better life by the truth per­
ceived therein. He detects the untrue he hears in 
music and discards it for his benefit and the good of 
others. The musician is a qualified judge as to the 
correctness of one's playing, singing, conducting and 
com posing. 
Musicianship, then, is in one's mind and heart, not 
in the fingers and vocal cords. It is the real life and 
development, not a pretension. It is a broad, clear 
view of the realm of tone combinations through a sin­
gle grasp of the mind's great ear atid eye. It is the 
high conception of the s6ul in and through tones. It 
is the grand development of the artistic, which has 
to do with all branches of musical study. The mu­
sician is the broad, all-'ronnd person in contrast to 
the specialist. B. 
\Ii \Ii \Ii 
Blighted Hopes. 
Patience-He wrote a song he thought was going 
to live. 
Patrice-And did it? 
Patience-No; the :first person who sang it mur­
dered it. -Philadelplifa Inquire,. 
COLLEGE LI.FE. 7 
The Fund for the New Ladies' Dormitory is still 
increasing day by day. The solicitors are mee1ing 
with very kindly encouragement, not only in subscrip­
tions and gifts in cash and checks, but also in words 
of esteem for what the College is doing for its patrons 
indirectly and its students directly. We are grateful. 
D. S. THOJV\AS
MANUFACTURER OF 
ALSO DEALER IN 
HARNESS, 
Whips and Robes. 
BRIDGEWATER, • VA. 
H. A. W. COX, 
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It is easy to make an Organ 
Good-on paper:--all Organs 
are good in this way, 
It is- also an easy matter 
to make a good Organ now 
and then for special purpo­
ses, but it is anothe1· thing 
to make every Organ a mas­
terpiece of perfection. 
THIS IS OUR WAY, 
and we ·prove it with every 
Organ we send out. 
See and hear our Organ�, 
and let us prove it to you. 
Let us send you our 
Catalogue. 
MILLER ORGAN CO. 
LEBANO.N, PA. 
Come to See Us. When in Need of
Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes, Clothing, Trunks, 
Carpet, China, Hardware, &c., &c. 
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fUSCELLANEOUS BOOKS AND THE PUBLIC 
SCHOOL BOOKS. 
INDUCEMENTS: 
PAIR PRICES AND A LARGE AND CAREFULLY 
SELECTED STOCK OF GOODS. 
Robson_ & Robson. 
�Whatislt? ANewSongBook. 
PATHWAY OF PRAISE. 
BY E. T. HILDEBRAND AND C. J. GILBERT. 
Assisted by B. C. Unseld, J. D. Brunk and J. H. Fillmore. 
A New Song Book for Singing and Sunday-schools, 
Revivals and Praise Meetings. Contains a number of 
Minor Songs. The words and music of the entire 
collection inspire and please. 
Price, Cloth, 35 cents per copy, $3.60 per doz. Limp Muslin, i30 cents. 
$3.00 per doz. Issued in both Itound and Shaped Notes and containH 
160 pages. Published by THE FILLMORE BROS. CO., Cincinnati, Ohio; 
41·43 Bible House, New York, 
SPECIAL OFFER Send i30 cents to E.T. Hildebrand, Bridgewater, · • Va., and receive a sample copy (CJoth) and a 
Coupon Good for 30 cents on tile first dozen. llooks you order· at same 
rate. Or 25 cents for sample copy (muslin) ancl a Coupon Worth"25 
cents on first dozen ordered. bend bcforo:this offer is ,Yithclrawn. 
BRIDGEWATER 
Marble Wo1- ks 
MANUF AC'fURERS OF ALL KINDS 
--OF--
Granite and Marble Cemetery Work. 
W. N. COX, Proprietor, 
Phone No. 24. Successor to Wine & Rinker. 
JAMES. A. FRY, Salesman. 
0�. c.· E. BEA.ltlt 
* -:DENTIST *
(Graduate of the University of Maryland.) 
Ctrown and Btridge Wotrk 
a Speeialty. 
BRIDGEVVATER 1 - VA.
I: 
i' 
8 COLLEGE LIU.E. 
BRIDGEWATER COLLEGE 
A Classical· School and Home for Young Men ,and Young Ladies. 
WAI;TER B. YOUNT, Ph. B., President. 
FOUR DEPARTMENTS. 
251 Regular Students 
I;ast Year. 




Graduates of the Fall Term Begins 
I;eading Universities. September Sixth, 1904. 
CATALOGUE FREE. 
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA. ADDRESS THE PRESIDENT. 
SCHOOL OF COMMERCE in Bridgewater College. 
PREPARES for Busines in the RIGHT Way. 
FACULTY. 
WALTER B. YOUNT, President. 
Lecturer on Economics, Commercial Geography, and 
History of Commerce. 
JOHN C. MYERS, Vice-President. 
Lecturer on the Physical Sciences. 
BAY ARD M. HEDRICK, Principal. WM. K. CONNER, Secretary. 
Commercial Branches, and Shorthand & Typewriting. Penmanship, Arithmetic, and Orthography. 
JUSTUS H. CLINE. WALTER B. NORRIS. 
Lecturer on Sociolog-y and Moral Sciences. English Language and Literature. 
BUSINEs{couRSE. 
------------- .. 
Bookkeeping, Letter Writing, 
Banking, Finance, 
Commercial Arithmetic, 
Actual Business, English, 
Rapid Calculation, Orthography, 
Commercial Law, Penmanship, 
Extempore ::ipeech, and Elocution. 
SHORTHAND AND TYPEWRITING COURSE. 
Shorthand, Typewriting, 
Grammar, Commercial Law, 
Office Practice, Mimeograph, etc. 
Correspondence. 
TWO YEARS' COMMERCIAL COURSE. 
Accounting, Composition, 
Business Course, Literature, 
International Law, Arithmetic, · 
Economics, English, 
History of Commerce, 
Commercial Geography, 
Sociology, and Science. 
TELEGRAPHIC COURSE. 
Railway and Commercial Telegraphy, 
Penmanship, Typewriting, 
Correspondence, 
Office Methods, and English. 
Specl.a,J. Atte:n:tion. Giv-e:n. to Cl.,ciJ. Serv-ice Beq-u.ireme:nila, 
F-u.ll Gra.du.a.1.-:,a of Ou.r School. lK'.eJ.ped t;o Poal.t;t.ott•! 
-
�(f 
Tf-{E SIPE & R�EY CO.
fl . · u1GH1AN:, Genettal lV!etteharits 
CA[[. We Carry a Large and Varied Stock of Stationery and
School Supplies, Men's Furnishings, Shoes, Hats,
Trunlu;;, Valises and r.relescopes, D1-y Goods and Notions,
Furniture, Hardware, Carpet, Mattin'g, StoYcs. 
21J.R.I.tITY COOD. �•( P�ICES LtOW.
BRIDGEWATER, VIRGINIA,. 
College 
"We musr educate, we must educate."-Beecher. 
Vol. VI. Bridgewater, Va., Noven1ber 15, 1904. No. 1. 
WINTER. 
The melancholy days are come, the saddest of the year, 
Of wailing winds, and naked woods, and me'.ldows brown 
and sear. 
Heaped in the hollow of the grove, the autumn leaves lie 
dead; 
They rustle to the eddying gust, and to the rabbit's tread. 
The robin and the wren have flown, and from the shrubs 
the jay, 
And from the wood-top calls the crow through all the 
gloomy day. 
-William Cullen Bryant.
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The Emerson Physical Culture. 
If you will consider the ancient Greek nation as 
regards its physical and mental attainments, you will 
at once credit them with being the first nation in the 
world to lead in oratory, creative poetry, sculpture, 
and mental philosophy. And why is this a recognized 
fact today? You may point to physical culture as 
the basis of their true success. You may be master 
of art and science, but without physical power and a 
cultivated person, there is no true art or science. Let 
us, therefore, seek a system of physical exercise that 
shall develop the physical power, and at the same 
time add grace and culture to our person. The so­
called systems of physical culture are numerous, 
including the gymnasium, field and athletic sports, 
together wit-hi the many pleasure-seeking sports; as 
hunting, fishing, etc. The physical exercises that 
have met the hearty approval of our most learned 
men and women at the present time, we hope will 
meet with the same approval at Bridgewater College. 
In the Emerson System of Physical Culture, we 
first aim at the highest condition of health,, through 
such exercises as are required by the laws of human 
economy. They first develop the physical power, and 
next harmony of activity. Next, we definitely estab­
lish a perfect relationship in the movements of each 
group of muscles, thus eliminating the possibility of 
friction. At the close of the series of exercises there 
has been developed reserved power in the individual 
which is ready to respond to any demand of the mind. 
Unity has been developed in all parts of the physical 
structure, and ease and readiness in the body to serve 
the mind, The mind is a1ert 1 activ�, attenti��I with 
• r��Hng !'.l! psW�f to ll!fi!!itfl:ll !Htd �'9!11!tl!lllGl
If you wish to .become an orator, you must not 
neglect physical power and strength, while striving 
for m�ntal attainments. How often in history do we 
find the names of those whose life work has been lost, 
simply because of the neglected physical care. If 
you would profit by these examples, you will not 
neglect the body while strengthening and devel­
oping the mind in the world of knowledge. Success 
in life depends not on the amount of knowledge, but 
rather the application and manner of presenting it to 
the world. The person who possesses physical 
strength and power, together with refined and noble 
persmrnlity, will far surpass the one with more mental 
attainments and less personal culture. Therefore, 
let t1s as pupils of Bridgewater College, in seeking 
mind culture, not neglect physical improvement. 
The ge-:ture of the Greek or Roman orator was 
neither flimsy nor superficial show. His language 
was characterized by purity of words, precision of 
terms, and brilliancy of expression ; and his gestures, 
so judiciously placed, were as je�el settings for his 
words. 
In conclusion, let me urge that your words be 
elevated, ennobled and enriched by the aid of visible 
expression. HELEN C. HAMILTON. 
Our Bible Institt1te for '05. 
The annual Bible Institute of Bridgewater College 
is exp,ected to convence 10 A. M., Monday, January 
r6, 1905, and close Friday, January 27-a session of 
two weeks. Some of the subjects discussed are : 
1. Messianic Prophecy, or the foreshadowing of
Christ by the prophets. 
·· 
2. Studies in Genesis.
3. The Judean Ministry of Christ.
4. "The Second District of Virginia," &c.
5. Sunday - School and Bible Class, Training
Classes, &c., &c. 
You cannot afford to miss this series of Bible 
studie9. You cannot afford to miss the inspiration 
and encouragement they will give you, Come and l:e 
with ns, then. Tuition isfree.
Another interesting feature will be the sermons 
preac.1hed each evrwing of the In1Jtit11t12 in the eoU"Jll! 
�hrtpel i Vet! W�!t!� !!tit <WHHttMW tttiti� ttt§!�J 
